
 
 
 



If you have ever been intrigued by the healing qualities of crystals, you'll be astonished to                
know, water can interact with such crystals to garner the benefits of their healing features.               
It is a known fact that water carries mineral information and provides effective remedies,              
acting quickly on a physical level. This type of water is called gem water or crystal elixir.  
 
The method has been around for thousands of years. Gems, crystals, and stones are known               
to radiate energy and vibrations into their surroundings. There is a broad range of crystals               
with contrasting characteristics that can positively impact you in numerous ways. Reduced            
anxiety, calmness, increased self-confidence, and health benefits are just a few of the             
well-known benefits drawn from gem water. It's essential to point out that not all stones               
carry these benefits. Some contain harmful materials, which is why water shouldn't come in              
direct contact with the crystal. 
 
In this book, we share our favorite 15 gem water recipes. Suppose you want in-depth               
knowledge about gem water elixirs. In that case, it's healing properties, the meanings and              
practices to achieve a specific intention, click here to access our comprehensive post on              
Uses, Meanings, And Facts. 
 
Basic Principles Of Gem Water Application 
 
During gem water production, the information contained in the rocks, minerals, and crystals             
that are used is transferred to the water. When gem water is taken internally, it has similar                 
effects when the crystals themselves are used in healing. Gem waters are, therefore,             
'healing aids and applications,' similar to homeopathic remedies. Their effectiveness relies           
on the gem water's information, not in the water or crystal itself. 
 
Gem Water Mixtures 
 
There is one crucial difference between using crystals in gem water and wearing them or               
using them externally. If several healing crystals are worn on the body simultaneously, the              
differing kinds of information the crystals convey will often lead to tension. This will              
sometimes manifest as physical or mental 'conflicts.' The sense of wellbeing disappears, and             
stress and irritability increase, along with the symptoms of illness. The 'rule of thumb' uses               
no more than three different healing crystals at the same time.  
 
The situation is quite different with gem water. If several crystals are used together in a gem                 
water preparation, the different types of crystal information become integrated during the            
preparation process, creating a new range of information that works differently in            
combination than it would separately. This is connected with the type of data stored in the                
water. There are no 'separate memories' but only a 'total memory field.' The conflicts              
created by the contrary information given by crystals worn externally are partly removed by              
harmonizing information in the gem water. In the case of crystal types that work well               
together, the different types of information are harmonized – they adapt and balance each              
other.  
 
 
 



How Many Crystals Should I Use? 
 
Gem water mixtures should contain five crystals at the very most. The rule to follow is 'less                 
is more,' In practice, we have found that just one, two, or three crystals will typically be                 
sufficient.  
 
To create gem water mixtures that have a harmonious effect, we recommend proceeding as              
follows:  
 
1. Use your intuition: Spread out in front of you the crystals you intend to use to prepare                  
and calmly tune into them. What are you feeling? If you feel in harmony with the crystals,                 
you can go ahead and use them as intended. However, if you feel slightly agitated, change                
the combination by taking away or adding other crystals until you feel more peaceful and               
balanced.  
 
2. Combine related crystals: In many cases, it has been shown that it is better to combine                 
crystals of the same mineralogical type, rather than to mix those of different types. So               
quartzes and silicates harmonize very well, as do crystals containing calcium, or those             
containing magnesium, or copper, or iron. The larger the common mineral content of the              
crystals, the better they will work together. But on the other hand, combining those crystals               
recommended for a specific type of healing purpose is no guarantee that the combination              
will work particularly well. For example, if you were to combine all the good crystals for a                 
sore throat in one gem water, it would result in a horrible combination.  
 
3. Try it out: As with all good recipes, the same goes for gem water mixtures: 'the proof of                   
the pudding is in the eating.' In other words, you won't know how well a combination will                 
work until you try it. To produce a premier cru in gem water terms, it is often trial and error.                    
Try a new crystal, or make a small change, and you may soon see better (or worse!) results –                   
but they will all contribute to the learning process.  
 
Gem Water For Healing  
 
Creating gem water as an aid to healing is quite different from treating drinking water. You                
can take gem water internally as a naturopathic or therapeutic remedy for physical or              
emotional problems, following the same rules for any similar healing treatment. Providing            
you follow these rules, gem water makes a very successful healing treatment, as traditional              
and modern usage has proved. 
 
Quality Of The Water  
 
The purer the water (the fewer substances dissolved in it), the less 'preprogrammed' it will               
be, and therefore the better it can absorb information from the crystals. Applying high              
pressure to the water – of the kind used to control water flow through the household mains                 
supply – is detrimental to the absorption. The water you use should not contain any harmful                
substances. 
 
 



The following waters are suitable for producing gem water:  
 
• Water is derived from sources of granite, sandstone, and volcanic rock.  
• Bottled water from glass bottles: (mineral content of less than 500mg/l is ideal) 
• Mains water that has been passed through an activated carbon block filter.  
•Mains water that has been purified through a reverse osmosis system.  
•Water that has been purified through filtration. 
 
Crystal Quality  
 
The better the quality of the crystals used, the better the quality of the resulting gem water.                 
So it is a good idea to take the following into account when choosing crystals:  
 
Signs of good quality:  
 
For the best results, choose crystals that display their characteristic natural properties to the              
full. Depending on the type of crystal, look out for color, markings, purity, transparency,              
luminescence, and brilliance and, in some cases, the shape of the crystal, magnetism, and              
optical effects.  
 
Purity: The crystals used should be completely natural. Crystals are sometimes treated (such             
as irradiated, heated; dyed; impregnated with artificial resin) and may change the crystals'             
effects and effectiveness. Synthetic crystals will also display different properties from their            
natural equivalents, but do not use imitation crystals for producing gem water. Avoid cheap              
substitutions. 
 
Our tumbled stones sourced from Brazil. These stones are hand-selected and tumbled using             
our specialized proprietary technique in our tumbling factory. The tumbling process mimics            
the rolling action of crystals in running water in nature, producing rounded pebble shapes              
out of jagged crystals. Not only are tumbled stones prettier to look at, but we also avoid                 
using small fragments or small rough edges as this is more likely to crack the bottle and get                  
into the water. We promote the 'indirect' methods when preparing gem water (no contact              
between the water and the crystals). We recommend using stones 10-15mm in diameter.             
Using several smaller crystals has a more intense effect (the faster the information will be               
absorbed) than one or two large rocks.  
 
Our Tried And Tested Favorite 15 Gem Water Mixtures 
 
Lepidolite, Hematite, and Clear Quartz (Anxiety Buster) 
 
This mixture of deeply grounding and calming stones reduces anxiety and fully ground the              
body - especially useful when the mind is running anxiously. Lepidolite is the single best               
stone for calming frayed nerves, opening up a pathway for acceptance, and releasing stress              
and worry. Hematite is the most effective stone for grounding oneself in the physical body.               
It helps to counteract confusion. Clear quartz acts as a master healer, bringing clarity to the                
mind and allowing one to distill what the optimal focus is for one's attention. 



 
Ametrine, Lapis Lazuli, Citrine (Mood Elevator) 
 
Ametrine's powerful combination of amethyst and citrine in the same stone allows for that              
energy to move up from the depths and even a depressive state to support the spirit in                 
elevating the mood. Lapis lazuli carries the energy of the inner king or queen. It also                
activates the third eye, bringing energy up from the lower chakras where it can stagnate and                
lead to depression. Citrine allows for personal empowerment, clearing, and strengthening of            
one's personal will. It enhances stamina to keep going.  

 
Blue Apatite, Common Citrine, Clear Quartz (Motivation, Creativity, Self-Improvement) 
 

Blue Apatite helps you clearly see what obstacles in your habits are holding you back,               
allowing one to gain a higher perspective on the cause of the discomfort, spiritually,              
physically, or emotionally. Common citrine helps to connect the energy of the mind and will               
with the physical form, creating energy of motivation, optimism, and playfulness for            
reaching one's goals. Clear Quartz provides clarity around one's goals, amplifying the            
additional crystals, and stimulates personal growth. 
 
 
 



Bloodstone, Carnelian, Clear Quartz (Immune Support) 
 
Bloodstone works to stimulate the endocrine and immune system to balance and protect             
the physical body. It also instills courage in the face of obstacles. Carnelian brings vitality               
and energy to the body, helping to purify the body from what ails it on a spiritual and                  
physical level. It is a stone that works to improve overall health. Clear quartz acts as a                 
master healer to amplify the energies of Bloodstone and Carnelian. 

 
Carnelian and Orange Calcite (Hormone Balance) 
 
Carnelian works in concert with orange calcite to enhance the vitality of the metabolism and               
endocrine system, allowing the chemical messengers to find their balance in the physical             
body. It brings in an influx of life force. Orange Calcite supports the fire elements in the                 
body, adapting to enhance the hormones where needed and removing energetic blockages            
that may detract from the body's chemical messengers' reception. Together these two            
stones stimulate the aura to overcome fatigue. 

Mookaite and Moonstone (Bloating and Water Retention) 
 
Mooakite offers protection, energetically, grounding, and building self-esteem. Physically it          
helps to release water retention, especially when it is a form of energetic protection.              
Moonstone helps to stabilize the water in the body, like the tide's ebb and flow, bringing it                 
back into balance. It can help balance emotional perspectives as well.  



 
Selenite and Sodalite (Spiritual Truth Activator and Energy Clearance) 
 
Selenite is often the key to the door to unlock the next level of one's spirituality. It clears                  
energetic debris and blocks to better flow to the higher chakras and transform the crown               
chakra into a gateway to the next level of spiritual truths. Sodalite provides insight and               
recognition of truth. It also serves to enhance one's intuition to see a clear path to where                 
one's purpose lies. 

 
Amethyst and Clear Quartz (Mental Clarity) 
 
Combining these two Quartzes supports mental clarity and bestows alertness,          
consciousness, and good observational abilities and the faculty for mediating and settling            
conflicts peaceably. On a physical level, the mixture is beneficial for the brain, the nerves,               
the skin, and the intestines, dissolves respiratory blockages, and alleviates pain, bruises, and             
swellings. Like the 'basic mixture' below, the 'crystal-clear combination' can be used            
long-term as refreshing drinking water. Important: The Clear Quartz for this mixture should             
be crystal-clear!  

 
 



Amethyst, Clear Quartz, Rose Quartz (Perception, Intuition, and Empathy) 
 
The so-called 'basic mixture,' made out of three quartzes, improves perception, intuition,            
and empathy, has an enlivening and vitalizing effect, encourages inner stability, and creates             
a sense of wellbeing. Physically, all regulatory mechanisms are harmonized; the brain and             
nervous system (Amethyst), hormonal system, energy and water balance (Clear Quartz), as            
well as the circulation and the heart (Rose Quartz). Thus, the mixture supports the balancing               
of all bodily functions. Note: for long-term use, the Rose Quartz should be omitted regularly,               
as mental alertness will otherwise be impaired.  

 
Chrysocolla and Tourmaline (Harmonious union) 
 
Chrysocolla and Tourmaline are two cyclosilicates, each in its way encouraging the drive for              
a harmonious union. Chrysocolla encourages balance, aesthetic appreciation and         
awareness, and a balanced connection with the environment. Tourmaline (all varieties)           
promotes inner harmony through a good relationship between the spirit, soul, mind, and             
body. Together they create a mixture that can bring order to situations where there is an                
imbalance. The combination strengthens the brain, the nervous system, the liver, tissue            
regeneration, and the immune system. Applied externally, it promotes the healing of scars             
and, with Blue Tourmaline (Indigolite), also burns.  

 
Amethyst, Herkimer Diamond, Fluorite, Topaz, Black Tourmaline (Purification and         
clarification) 
 
This intense mixture is usually sprayed from a pump-action bottle to clear rooms of negative               
energies. Amethyst liberates one from attachments; Herkimer Diamond is intensely          
clearing, Fluorite dissolves fixed patterns of behavior, while Tourmaline cleanses and           
neutralizes, and Topaz provides and protects free spaces. Leave the room immediately after             
spraying and air it thoroughly for 15 to 30 minutes afterward, as an intense physical               
cleansing of the body (diarrhea, sweating heavily, etc.) may also result.  
 
 



 
Garnet, Mookaite, Rose Quartz  (Pleasure and enjoyment) 
 
A mixture of silicate and quartzes for the enjoyment of the sensual joys of life, Garnet                
encourages pleasure and laughter and delight in sexuality. Mookaite supports the drive for             
variety and intensely experienced relationships. Rose Quartz encourages warmth, romance,          
and empathy. Boredom is excluded from this mixture; instead, there is enjoyment, fun, and              
sensuality. This combination is physically right for blood formation; it fortifies the circulation             
and supply with blood, increases fertility, and helps with sexual problems.  

Amethyst, Clear Quartz, Black Tourmaline (Protection and liberation)  

 
This 'protective' mixture is generally sprayed into the aura (around the body) with a              
pump-action bottle. The dissolving of attachments (Amethyst), the neutralizing of          
disturbances (Schorl), and the regaining or maintaining of mental clarity (Clear Quartz)            
combine to make this quartz-silicate mixture highly effective. It makes one alert and aware              
and helps ward off negative influences of any kind or processes them. In low doses, taken                
internally, the mixture helps with lazy intestinal activity, diarrhea, and constipation.  

 
Obsidian, Rhodonite, Amethyst, Clear Quartz (Known as the 'emergency' gem water) 
 
This mixture of silicates and quartzes provides intense, fast-working support for shocks and              

injuries and traumatic experiences of a physical or emotional nature. Obsidian is the shock              
releaser, which has a pain-alleviating effect. Rhodonite is the number 1 wound-healing            



crystal for physical and emotional traumas and helps overcome anxieties and panic.            
Amethyst helps one overcome spiritual confusion and also contributes towards overcoming           
sadness and emotional states. Finally, Clear Quartz makes one clear and aware, helps one              
see things as they are, and encourages the immediate mental processing of things one has               
experienced. The mixture can be taken internally and sprayed around the body or directly              
on the body's injured parts. It quickly leads to clarity of the mind and alleviating pain; it also                  
dramatically improves wounds' healing.  

 
How To Prepare Gem Water 
 
There are so many variations and beautiful rituals and practices to creating your gem elixirs.               
There are super expensive water bottles and millions of different gem water combinations             
that you can use. You can layer energetic frequencies, which always boosts the             
effectiveness. You can get as fancy or keep it as simple as you would like. Generally, as                 
mentioned before, keeping it simple means you will do it, but I encourage you to get as                 
elaborate as you like and keep it simple where you need to. 
 
Three Options: 
 
1. Direct Method Crystal Elixir 
 
This might be the easiest way. It’s simply to plop a crystal into your water and drink it. You                   
can amp up the energy by placing it in a sunny window or covered outdoors in the sun to                   
add some good pranic energy to the crystal water. (Sunlight also helps to imprint the water                
to last longer due to the heat and UV rays.) 
 
2. Indirect Method Gem Elixir 
 
This one is simple too, just place the crystals AROUND a container of water (or in a                 
secondary jar inside the primary jar). The benefits are the same as using the direct method,                
you just have a simpler setup and it expands the type of stone you can use, due to the                   
toxicity of certain crystals. 
 
3. Crystal Elixir2Go Method 
 
This is the method we recommend and promote along with the daily use of crystal water. It                 
avoids plastic water bottles, expands the stones you can use, ensures safety, and goes with               
you anywhere. 
 



You simply fill your chamber in the Elixir2Go crystal water bottle with the crystals of your                
choice, add water, and in a few minutes, you have a portable, safe, charged gem water at                 
your fingertips. With the ability to freely swap out the crystals, the possibilities are endless! 
 
 

 
Our Elixir2Go bottles are made with high, quality, lead-free borosilicate that are            
pollutant-free. We provide an unbeatable lifetime warranty as we understand accidents do            
happen. To get you started, you can buy 8 different crystal varieties for each kit. Our                
tumbled crystals are hand-selected. 
 
Purchasing one of our kits should be your first step on your crystal healing journey. 
 
For reading our guide today, we’d like to offer you a 15% off our Elixir2Go crystal water                 

bottle kits, use your coupon code 15GW at checkout. 

 
But that’s not it! 
 
We want to invite you to our Crystal Club, the leading crystal education online training               
platform where you can learn to work with crystals confidently to enhance your personal              
health. 
 
We’ll even start your crystal healing education  with your own Reiki Charged Gemstones!  
 
Just sign up to Crystal Club to learn more! 
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Our curriculum has been refined and improved to fully equip you: 
 

● To understand HOW and WHY crystals are powerful tools 
● To develop your personal HEALING skills 
● To make you feel more COMFORTABLE and CONFIDENT when working with your            

stones 
● To boost your CONFIDENCE 
● To enhance your abundance attraction 
● To enhance your other wellness practices (supplements, essential oils, nutrition,          

mindfulness) 
● To create better HEALTH and HAPPINESS in your life 

 
Support your mind, body, and spirit by taking advantage of a 15% discount if you use                

coupon code 15GW at checkout for our Elixir2Go crystal water bottle. 
 
We'd love you to join our amazing community of like-minded people who are all on a similar                 
journey to improve their wellbeing, just like you. 
 
 
Summary 
 
Have you found this guide useful?  
 
We hope this is just the beginning of your journey to better health and well being. If this is                   
all new to you, we'd like to go on the journey with you. So if you want to try our Elixir2Go                     
Kits and/or the Crystal Club, we offer a 30 day 'no questions asked' money-back guarantee.               
We encourage you to try and enjoy the pure crystal essence. 
 
If you have any questions, feel free to contact us and we will do our best to support you on                    
your journey. 
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